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The following experiment from the Backyard Scientist was developed expressly for use
in newsletters serving home educators. This experiment is NOT contained in the awardwinning Backyard Scientist books and science kits. As in the Backyard Scientist books, it
is designed to be simple, fun, and of course to teach an important scientific concept.
Gather the following supplies:
2 clean, dry shallow plastic containers with airtight lids
Bromthymol blue (a chemical indicator sold at pool supply stores and at most pet
stores
as a testing tool for acid levels in aquariums
Marking pen
Adult supervision is
2 clean caps from a soda or other beverage container
required when using
A package of fresh (not dried) pumpkin seeds
chemicals such a
Medicine dropper (or make your own pipette with a plastic straw)
Bromthymol blue.
Cotton (available in the first aid section of the drug store)
Tap water
Begin experimenting.
1. Mark one container “Bromthymol blue” and the mark the other container “nonBromthymol blue.”
2. Around the inner edges of the containers lay down some of the fluffed cotton.
3. Between the cotton and the inner edges of the containers, add about six pumpkin
seeds—spread them out
4. Place one bottle cap in the center of each container.
5. Use the medicine dropper or pipette to fill the caps with tap water.
6. Add several drops of Bromthymol blue to the water-filled caps.
7. Again, use the medicine dropper to dampen the cotton in only one of the shallow
containers. The cotton in the second container should remain dry.

8. Seal both containers.
9. Set the containers side-by-side in a lighted area, but out of direct sunlight.
10. Observe the color of the indicator solution and the appearance of the seeds daily
and record your observations.
Can you answer the following questions based on your observations?
1. What was the purpose of the Bromthymol blue indicator?
2. Why was water added to the cotton.
3. Why was the cotton in only one container wetted with water?
4. Describe the color change in the Bromthymol blue indicator.
Backyard Scientist solution to the experiment.
As seeds germinate, they use oxygen to convert sugar molecules. The process is
called respiration—earthworms similarly respire through their skin rather than
breathe. The respiration process releases the required energy for seeds to wake from
dormancy. As sugar is metabolized, carbon dioxide and water vapor are produced.
The composition of the gases in our closed system changes as indicated by the
Bromthymol blue indicator. The indicator reacts to the carbon dioxide gas and
radically changes in color.
We wetted the cotton in one container to quickly begin the germination process.
Wetting the cotton in only one container gave us a “control unit” for the experiment.
The Bromthymol blue indicator changed from a blue color to the yellow color
indicating an increase in the amount of carbon dioxide gas present in the sealed
system.
Plants through the process of photosynthesis can convert the carbon dioxide gas
found in the atmosphere into oxygen.
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